FILL

FILL
Sleek handles
The sleek and modern handles in
brushed stainless look are of high
quality and are easy to grip. They
give the chests that extra designer’s
finish look.

Plenty of storage
Fill has large drawers and each drawer can handle a load of 25 kg. That
makes these chests a real storage
favourite.

TENZO COLOUR NO.
059 WHITE

Design by: Tenzo Design studio
This product is designed by Tenzo
Design studio.
design studio

With nearly 90 years of experience
in design and construction we have
knowledge about manufacturing
trendy Scandinavian furniture.
We ensure that the design and quality is the best possible and we know
that our designs will last for many
years to come.

MATERIAL
Melamine chipboard. Aluminium handles.

FILL

DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design studio

5094 Chest 4Dr

W:80 x D:45 x H:97 cm

5095 Chest 5Dr

W:80 x D:45 x H:120 cm

White - 059

White - 059

5098 Chest 8Dr

W:130 x D:45 x H:97 cm
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FILL
STRAIGHT FORWARD AND CLEAN

With elegant and no extra fuss design, we’ve made Fill - for every home that needs a lot of
storage. The design is clean and sleek in bright shades. With easy-to-grip handles in brushed
stainless look, the Fill chests have that extra finish that Tenzo Design studio is known for.
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These chests fit with almost any other furniture, they will blend in just fine in your home. The
large drawers offer plenty of storage for your stuff and the range is suitable for hallways as well
as bedrooms and living rooms.
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